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with the civil war over, can sri 
Lanka be taken seriously as an 
emerging offshore destination? 
Kerry hallard travelled to 
colombo, to find out more.

Sri Lanka is quickly emerging 
as the destination of choice for 
the ITO and BPO market. In the 
last 12 months Sri Lanka has 
moved from 29th to 16th in A.T. 
Kearney’s Global Services Location 
Index (GSLI) 2009, ranking as an 
increasingly attractive offshoring 
destination. Colombo has been 
recognised as a global centre 
of excellence for Finance and 
Accounting, with Global Services 
Magazine ranking the city fifth in 
the world. 

Sri Lanka’s per capita income 
is at around $1,400, the highest in 
South Asia. Earnings from exports 
of ITO/BPO sectors have shown 
a steady upward trend over the 
last decade. Despite the global 
downturn, the Sri Lankan ITO/
BPO market has grown by 23 per 
cent and is primed to sky rocket 
following the end of the conflict. 

The vision of the ITO/BPO 
industry is to become the top 
revenue earner for the country 
within the next 10 years, and a 
medium term goal of achieving 
US$2bn in export revenue and 
direct employment to increase to 
100,000 within the next 5 years.
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 why sri LanKa?
Many factors influence sri Lanka’s popularity as an offshore 
location. government support for education in sri Lanka is 
very high, with 5.4 per cent of gdp being spent on primary 
education. sri Lanka has approximately 10,000 state 
schools, and the education system is based on old-style uK 
gcse “o” and “a” levels. the country has 23 universities 
with international degrees and agreements with other 
universities including Monash, curtin, staffordshire, 
Manchester and Metropolitan, producing 30,000 graduates 
per annum. sri Lanka boasts a 92 per cent literacy rate, the 
highest in south asia. 

as evidenced throughout colombo, english is the 
primary language of higher education and the commercial 
sector. all graduates are fluent in english and offer a 
neutral english accent.

sri Lanka offers a rapidly growing skilled workforce. the 
country’s 40,000 it/ites strong workforce is growing at a 
rate of 30 per cent per annum. sri Lanka produces 40,000 
ciMa or acca qualified accountants and 70 per cent of this 
pool is prepared for bpo work. as such, colombo has the 
largest pool of uK certified accountants outside of the uK. 
the country enjoys a low attrition rate compared to other 
offshore destinations, at 6.6 per cent.

sri Lanka is a highly cost-competitive destination and was 
ranked equal 4th in terms of financial attractiveness on a.t. 
Kearney’s global services Location index (gsLi) 2009. there 
is little wage appreciation, unlike many established global 
sourcing destinations, such as india. With salaries ranging 
from $60 to $1,500 per month, a recent World bank study 
revealed sri Lanka’s total cost per associate/worker can be as 
much as 30 per cent lower than other offshoring destinations. 

the sri Lankan government is one of the biggest catalysts 
for driving its outsourcing growth and has publicly shown its 
commitment by setting the target for ito and bpo being the 
country’s largest revenue earner by 2012. the government 
declared 2009 the year of english and information 
technology, with the goal of improving the knowledge of 
english and it in young adults and school children to ensure 
they have the necessary skills to meet future outsourcing 
industry demands. this focus continues throughout 2010.

the government also provides substantial cash grants 
for companies in the ito-bpo space to support business 
development such as training, consulting expertise, 
marketing, quality enhancements.

sri Lanka has an independent judiciary system and 
follows the british commercial Law principles and practices 
in its legal system, giving peace of mind to uK investors and 
outsourcers, as well as facilitating the set up of contracts. 
the country is a signatory to international treaties on 
intellectual property rights such as the berne convention 
and Wto/trips and adopted a comprehensive ip regime. 
sri Lanka also enacted an electronics transactions act, 
computer crimes act and is a signatory to the latest un 
e-contracting convention. a data protection code of 
practice is also under preparation and the country has a 
strong enforcement unit, which ensures that all regulations 
are fully adhered to.

 weLL-deveLoPed infrastructure
sri Lanka has eight telcom operators and is connected 
to the world with three international submarine cables 
providing ample redundancy. broadband, leased-line and 
satellite connectivity are widely available. 

 focus on offshore destination: 
 sri LanKa
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colombo has a well established road network with a 
quality supply of power, modern office facilities and a well 
developed set of support infrastructure services. an it park 
is currently being built over 17 acres of land at Katunayake, 
18 miles north of colombo and an additional 110 acres have 
been earmarked for it campuses at biyagama.

Many companies from the uK, and also europe and the 
us, have established relations with sri Lanka, whether working 
with a sri Lankan company in an outsourcing capacity or 
setting up their own operations in major sri Lankan cities. the 
country currently has around 300 western companies present, 
within the it-bpo market. some of these include: hsbc, 
aviva, Microsoft, Motorola, industrial & financial systems 
(ifs), amba research, rr donnelley, Quattro, virtusa, 
ecollege, valista and innodata isogen. in the past year alone, 
virtusa added over 200 it professionals and rr donnelley 
added 100. hsbc now has a team of over 1,600. 

 sri LanKan sPeciaLities
sri Lanka is recognised as a niche centre of excellence 
for finance and accounting outsourcing with the 
world’s second largest pool of uK qualified accounting 
professionals (second only to the uK). a survey in global 
services magazine ranked sri Lanka among the top 20 
centres of excellence for fao in the world. Leading global 
companies such as Wns, amba research, Quattro and 
hsbc have set up their fao centres in sri Lanka. 

the growing it-bpo industry in colombo offers a unique 
advantage for small and Medium enterprises (sMes) to 
enjoy premium access to sri Lanka’s tier one talent pool. sri 
Lanka has a number of joint ventures with smaller economies 
in ireland, within europe and scandinavia, with the typical 
company size of 50-150 employees. 75 per cent of the ito-
bpo companies in sri Lanka are sMes and 65 per cent of 
them are foreign direct investments. several european sMes 
have started r&d centres in the country.

the government’s focus on the development of it 
and the highly skilled workforce makes ito one of sri 
Lanka’s main areas of strength. in september 2009, the 
London stock exchange acquired Millennium information 

technology, a sri Lankan specialist trading firm in order 
to replace its existing accenture-run tradelect platform 
in favour of Millennium it’s software and cut millions of 
pounds of it and operational costs. additionally, airline 
system software for emirates, braathens and air arabia 
has been developed by sri Lankan company John Keells 
computer services and Motorola has one of its r&d 
centres in sri Lanka.

“sri Lanka is globally recognized as a niche centre 
of excellence for finance and accounting outsourcing 
with the world’s second largest pool of uK qualified 
accounting professionals second only to the uK,” says 
rumi contractor, group general manager, service delivery 
and ceo, hsbc global resourcing. “sri Lanka also has 
the advantage of being in a different time zone that gives 
it flexibility in working hours. in selecting sri Lanka, hsbc 
was satisfied that the country was able to meet its high 
operating and data protection standards.”

alastair sorbie, ceo/president, ifs adds: “the 
availability of top tier talent and the low cost of operations 
in sri Lanka made it a logical choice for our company. 
We started working in sri Lanka in 1997 recruiting just 26 
graduates in the first year, since then we have grown to 
635. sri Lanka offers us a great base to expand into asia.”

 focus on offshore destination: 
 sri LanKa

 sri LanKa:  
 Key statistics

 
PoPuLation size: 20 MiLLion

governMent: ParLiaMentary deMocracy 
with executive Presidency

caPitaL city: coLoMBo (econoMic caPitaL)

graduates Per annuM: 30,000

Languages sPoKen: taMiL, engLish, sinhaLa 

tiMe zone: gMt + 5 hours

sPeciaList outsourcing sector:  
it, BPo, r&d
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